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National Board Of Chiropractic Examiners
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It is not known whether the listed clients
approve or disapprove of the services
provided. The new clients on page one
and in the Nonprofit Spotlight are listed
with their approval and permission.

Innovest was blessed by another
good year in 2019! Thank you to our
clients, employees and friends for their
continued loyalty. We are honored to
work with and for so many wonderful
people. It was another record year as
we extended our string of growing
revenue. Our historical client retention
rate is 97% and we welcomed 26 new
clients. The promise that we make
to our clients is that they will benefit
from our growth, and we are confident
that with each new hire we are getting
better and better.
Hiring
We have tremendous employees
and our employee retention is 90%.
To effectively serve our existing and
new clients, our professional talent
continues to deepen each year. We

expect ongoing growth and hiring
and we strive to hire our “first round
draft picks”. In 2019, we added 13
new professionals: Cos Braswell, John
Brock, Joanne Cinalli, Michael Corbett,
Claire DeLine, Stephanie Dufano, Kelly
James, Troy Jensen, Brett Minnick, Josh
Shapiro, Claire Smith, Jean-Marie Willis
and Marleen Zakovich.
Promotions
Our business model is oriented to
promoting from within and encouraging
employees to create a “vocation” over a
“career.” The best way to get promoted
at Innovest is to “pull up” those beneath
so that there is another professional
ready to immediately handle current
responsibilities. We are proud of the
professionals promoted in 2019: TJ
Berge, Zach Heath, Christine Hudek
(twice!), Kathy Lalone, Joe Lemming,
Caitlin Markel, Jordan Rice, Kenny Senour
(twice!), Kyli Hanson Soto (twice!), Abigail
Thomas, Brooks Urich and Cheryl Wilks.
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We were also pleased to add two new partners in 2019.
Congratulations to Sloan Smith and Jared Martin who
became our 12th and 13th partners! We are proud of
them and look forward to their leadership into the future.
Innovest Family Office
Together with Karen Winkelman and her team, we
formed Innovest Family Office (IFO) in 2019! True to the
historical character of our firm, Innovest Family Office is
independent, conflict-free and fully aligned with clients’
best interests. IFO supports our clients in their accounting
and lifestyle needs to reduce the administrative burden of
managing their wealth. We are extremely excited about
the future of Innovest Family Office as well as working
with Karen, who has tremendous experience and an
impeccable reputation.
Client Survey
Each year, we survey our clients to gauge their satisfaction
with our services. In 2019, our average score for overall
satisfaction was 4.8 on a 5.0 scale, which is the best score
that we have ever achieved. Our customer service ranked
4.7 on a 5.0 scale. In the survey, our clients also help us
with ways that we can improve and a large majority are
interested in Innovest becoming more digitally oriented.
More to come.
We also measure the Net Promoter Score (NPS), a tool
used to gauge the loyalty of clients: “How likely is it that
you would recommend Innovest to a friend or colleague?”
The NPS has been widely adopted, over two-thirds of
Fortune 1000 companies use this measure. We are proud
to report that Innovest’s NPS for 2019 is 9.6 on a scale
of zero (not at all likely) to 10 (extremely likely). An NPS
score of 5 is deemed excellent, and anything over 7 is
exceptional. Our score of 9.6 says that 96% of Innovest
clients are interested in promoting Innovest. Wow! We are
humbled by this response!
Thought Leadership
Speaking and writing for the industry is an important part
of our culture and we were busy in 2019. Our professionals
spoke at almost 20 conferences ranging from the Rocky
Mountain Nonprofit Conference to National Association of
Government Defined Contribution Association. In addition,
we had eight articles published in journals and periodicals,
from Family Office Magazine to PlanAdviser. We were also
fortunate to have been selected as one of the best places
in the country to work in financial services for the fourth
time in five years by Pension & Investments, a premier
industry periodical. The award was based, in part, on a very
extensive employee survey, which has not only given us
great information on how we can improve as a firm, but
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also compares our scores against hundreds of financial
services firms throughout the country. Being a great place
to work not only creates an environment that makes it
hard to leave, but also attracts the “first rounders” that are
important to our future success.
Philanthropy
Stewardship is our mission at Innovest. We are not just
an investment firm. We are stewards to our clients, our
professionals and their families and to the community. We
take our community action very seriously, allocating 1.5% of
Innovest revenue to charities. Our partnership with Arrupe
Jesuit High School is a key program for us. Innovest employs
four Arrupe Students, each working an average of 10 hours
per week to help offset their cost to attend their college prep
school. All the students are below the poverty line, and last
year 100% of Arrupe graduates were accepted into college.
It is a wonderful story. Furthermore, Kathy Lalone leads our
charitable volunteering opportunities and a monthly event
is organized and attended by many of our people. Our
activities ranged from painting a house for an elderly veteran
through Brothers Redevelopment to simply offering some
dignity to the homeless through Christ in the City.
2019 Awards
Each year, Innovest provides awards to our top
employees. Our top recognition, the Founders
Award, was given to Kathy Lalone for exemplifying
Innovest’s Core Values of honesty and integrity, hard
work and dedication to the client. The Bill Fender
Mentorship Award was given to Elizabeth Stemper for
demonstrating exceptional contributions as a mentor
to employees, family, and the community at large. The
212 Degree Service Award went to Christine Hudek
for demonstrating exceptional client service by giving
an extra “one” degree of effort. The Service to Others
Award went to Claire DeLine, who demonstrated service
throughout the year to her teammates.
We are excited for 2020 and beyond. We have been
spending considerable time creating a 10-year vision,
including the goals and objectives, as well as milestones
we foresee along the way. We have had a very successful
history, but what especially excites our younger
professionals is the future and their important part in our
ongoing success.
Innovest is blessed by so many incredible clients and
friends that deserve tremendous credit for creating our
success. The financial markets can be lumpy and our
primary motive is to provide guidance with a steady
hand and unquestionable character. We are honored to
serve you!

A CASE STUDY

LEADERSHIP +
STEWARDSHIP
CREATE BETTER
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Celebrating its 60th year, Jefferson
Center is a nonprofit, communityfocused mental health care and
services provider. The center,
which has 18 locations in Jefferson,
Gilpin, and Clear Creek counties in
Colorado, offers hope and support
to individuals and families who are
struggling with mental health issues
and substance use disorders. Innovest
is proud to have served as Jefferson
Center’s investment consultant
for more than 10 years. We share

Through Innovest’s 23 years of advising retirement plan clients, we’ve gained
valuable experience and insights about best practices. We’d like to share our
experience with you in the form of real-life case studies. Below we detail how
we helped a large municipality develop better behavioral governance.
Situation: At our suggestion, a large municipality made behavioral governance
a component of their annual strategic planning retreat.
Background: Behavioral governance examines the interrelationship of a plan’s
leadership, stewardship, and governance to improve participant outcomes
and reduce fiduciary liability. The better an organization’s leadership and
stewardship of its plan, the better its governance will be.
Solution: To prepare for the retreat, each committee member took a
10-minute assessment to evaluate the committee’s relative strengths and
weaknesses in the areas of leadership, stewardship, and governance. Prior
to the retreat, not only did Innovest compile the committee’s score, we also
added peer institution data for benchmarking purposes.

its desire to improve the lives of
Coloradoans.
Last year, Jefferson Center provided
treatment and education to more
than 34,000 people struggling with
some of life’s toughest issues. Its
comprehensive programs include:
• Child, Youth and Family Services
• Substance Use Services
• Wellness Services
• Adult Services
• Senior and Adult Services
• Veteran and Military Family
Services
Jefferson Center offers a multitude of
resources both in-person and online.

Result: At the retreat, the committee created goals regarding areas for
improvement in their leadership, stewardship, and governance. Their goals are
included in their meeting agendas and are discussed regularly. The committee
believes that their new focus on governance and the interrelationship of
leadership and stewardship will likely lead to better retirement outcomes for
their participants.

To learn more, as well as to find out

If you are interested in making behavioral governance a part of your 2020
goals, contact your consultant team today. Innovest Portfolio Solutions is
ready to guide your plan and its participants in the right direction. Through our
simple, proven menu design, fiduciary expertise, custom education solutions,
and commitment to uncommon service, your employees will be on a better
path to achieving their retirement dreams.

custom investment solutions,

how you can volunteer at Jefferson
Center, visit www.jcmh.org.
Since 1996, Innovest has been
helping its nonprofit clients
achieve their missions by providing
guiding committees and delivering
uncommon support at every level.
To learn more, visit http://www.
innovestinc.com/nonprofits or call us
today at 303-694-1900.
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BEHAVIORAL BIASES
AND THEIR POTENTIAL
IMPACT ON INVESTING
Sloan Smith, CAIA, MBA, CPWA®
PRINCIPAL

1. Recency Bias
Recency bias was found to be the most common
investing bias. In this case, individuals tend to focus on
the importance of recent events. Believing that future
results will be driven by the latest trends usually leads to

After having benefitted from the longest economic
expansion since World War II, investors may face greater
volatility and potentially lower returns in the coming years.
Global equity valuations are trading at or slightly above
historical averages, global economic growth is slowing,
trade tensions are continuing and geopolitical uncertainties
seem to be increasing. During these times it is important
to remain disciplined, focused on long-term goals and
resilient, especially during short-term market swings.

investors making poor decisions. For example, recency
bias can cause investors to buy a popular investment idea
or sell a position after an immediate market downturn
while completely ignoring their strategic asset allocation.
Ultimately, expecting past trends to continue indefinitely
will most likely lead to disappointing outcomes. It is
important that investors comprehend any unrealistic
expectations and maintain focus on their long-term return
objectives, risk tolerance and a prudent and diversified

Unfortunately, built-in biases in human behavior can lead

financial plan.

individuals to make illogical and often irrational choices.

2. Loss Aversion

Developing a greater understanding of these behavioral

Loss aversion is the inclination to avoid losses. This

biases and putting appropriate guidelines in place can
help investors avoid making poor emotional decisions and
improve their long-term investment returns.

behavior can cause investors to hold losing investments
too long or sell winners too early. Also, it can lead to
individuals taking on more risk than they may be able to

In 2019, Cerulli Associates surveyed more than 300

accept while also holding unbalanced portfolios. These

investment advisors to understand the most prevalent

tendencies usually lead to illogical behavior which can

behavioral biases impacting their clients.1 The study

hinder performance substantially. For example, after the

identified the five most prominent biases as recency bias,

recession in 2008, if an individual sold all their securities

loss aversion, confirmation bias, familiarity/home bias and

due to a significant market decline then they would have

anchoring bias. While each bias is unique, all of them have

missed the upside of the market recovery. This bias can be

the potential to hinder long-term investment results.

minimized by individuals checking their portfolio values
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less frequently and having discussions with

tolerance. The most effective way to diminish this bias is to associate

their investment advisor especially during

the performance of the portfolio relative to a future goal, rather than

volatile times. These actions should lead to

a certain price or benchmark.

less emotional reactions and more sensible

It may be difficult for investors to eliminate all of these behavioral

decisions.

biases. However, there are ways minimize the negative impact

3. Confirmation Bias

that these issues could have on a portfolio. At Innovest, our proven

Confirmation bias is the inclination to seek

process helps clients mitigate common biases to achieve their long-

out only information that strengthens
one’s beliefs, while disregarding potentially
conflicting material. This behavior can lead
to individuals only listening to evidence
that supports their views and discounting
any opposing opinions. These actions
can result in investors holding onto or
overconcentrating their portfolio in a single
position or asset class. In order to avoid this
bias, it is essential that investors not only

term goals. Our proven approach includes having a long-term view,
focusing on a goals-based plan and periodic portfolio rebalancing.
During times of volatility, we help our clients understand their return
target and risk tolerance and follow a financial plan that can help
reduce behavior biases. Also, periodic rebalancing and these other
methods can take emotional decision-making out of the investment
process. Ultimately, it is important that investors recognize these
biases and work with their investment advisor to formulate a strategy
to reduce these tendencies while remaining focused on the long-term
objectives of their portfolio.

understand differing viewpoints, but also
see how these biases could negatively affect

Figure 1 (See Reference Below)3

their asset allocation and long-term goals.
4. Familiarity/Home Bias
Familiarity bias occurs when people make
decisions based on their own experiences.
Familiarity biases are usually displayed
by owning a concentrated exposure in
a particular stock or only investing in
companies domiciled in the United States.
This behavior can lead to undiversified
portfolios that are heavily weighted to
domestic companies and the U.S. economic
cycle. These tendencies can be prevented
by further understanding the benefits of

Figure 2 (See Reference Below)4

diversification across different asset classes
and geographies.
5. Anchoring Bias
Anchoring bias is the tendency to focus
on a specific reference point when making
decisions.2 For example, an investor may
concentrate solely on the price they paid
for a position or security when evaluating
its merits, even though that price does
not relate to the holding’s long-term
fundamentals. Also, the bias leads to clients
comparing their portfolio’s performance
against a single, generic benchmark (i.e.
S&P 500), which may not align with their
asset allocation, return objective and risk

References
1 Cheses, Asher “The Role of Behavioral Finance in Advising Clients”
2 Ibid
3 Ibid
4 Ibid
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INVESTMENT MANAGER
DUE DILIGENCE: WHAT WE
CARE ABOUT
Peter Mustian, MBA

Zach Heath

PRINCIPAL & COO

ANALYST

Over the last two decades, Innovest has met with hundreds

but also those that have a sound team and philosophy to help

of investment management firms and vetted thousands of

navigate fluctuating market environments.

products and strategies. However, very few investment products
have met our rigorous standards for our clients’ consideration.
In this article, we are sharing the key criteria we use in the due
diligence process.

Identifying investment managers that have performed well
historically is relatively easy. However, where we spend our time
and add value is in the hard work of identifying the managers
that were talented, not lucky, when building their track record,

Innovest’s approach to due diligence of active investment

as well as assessing if the talent is sustainable. We do not

managers focuses on understanding whether an investment

believe that a computer can successfully choose managers that

manager’s strategy has an identifiable edge in adding value on

will outperform benchmarks going forward. We rely on our

a forward-looking basis.

years of experience coupled with extensive due diligence to

Innovest utilizes both quantitative and qualitative information

evaluate and select managers.

to find the best managers. Quantitative information refers

Our proactive and structured approach to vetting investment

to historical, absolute, relative and risk-adjusted investment

managers and products aids in the avoidance of performance

performance, as well as expenses. Qualitative information refers

chasing and high manager turnover. Preparation, extensive

to the investment manager’s organization, culture, personnel,

research and frequent discussion throughout our due diligence

philosophy and process and style. We want our clients to invest

process provides confidence that our clients are exposed to the

in managers and strategies that have consistent performance,

best-in-class investment managers and products.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT:

RYAN
MURPHY
Get to know Ryan, Innovest Vice

Where is your hometown?
I was born and raised in Casper, Wyoming.
Tell us something unique about you:
I have a speech disability – a stutter – along with an estimated one percent of adults
worldwide. Luckily for me, relatively speaking, my stutter is mild. By accepting and
acknowledging my stutter, I hope to destigmatize the condition within my network.
Thankfully, between my stutter and Wyoming winters, I’ve developed thick skin.
What do you like best about working at Innovest?
As cliché as it sounds, it’s the people, both colleagues and clients. At Innovest, I
embrace the opportunity to work alongside bright, selfless teammates. Innovest

President, Wyoming native and

combines diverse expertise with a uniform commitment to client service. I also

avid college football fan.

thoroughly enjoy working with our clients who continually effect positive change in
their local communities.
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Outlined below are a set of principles in our investment product due diligence process that we believe
are important when evaluating asset management firms. Please note that there are always exceptions to
each of the criteria set forth below.
Ownership. We prefer privately held firms to public firms,

Performance. We evaluate past investment performance

because public firms must serve two sets of constituents,

by reviewing the historical results and portfolio attribution.

their investors and their shareholders, potentially resulting

Particular attention is given to downside risk, beta to the

in conflicts.

appropriate index, alpha, time of recovery from losses and

Ownership Distribution. We prefer widespread and

performance consistency. Style drift and sector bets are

meaningful equity stakes among the firm’s investment

carefully examined.

professionals. This ownership distribution helps to ensure

Portfolio Turnover. It has been our experience that better

team stability and may positively impact the alignment of

performing, and more consistent products/strategies exhibit

interests with clients.

lower frequency of portfolio sales and purchases. We believe low

Team Depth. We like deep, experienced investment

turnover may differentiate true investing, where fundamental

and research teams. We believe even the stars within

analysis tends to pay off, from market timing/trading strategies,

the investment management world require good teams

which are more costly and less consistently helpful.

around them.

Capacity. We prefer to invest with firms that have

Business Focus. We usually favor firms that are focused

demonstrated a willingness to close products to new investors

exclusively on asset management, as opposed to

before asset growth negatively impacts performance,

investment banks, insurance companies, commercial

especially outside of highly liquid stocks and bonds.

banks or other diversified financial institutions. It has been

Compensation. We favor firms that prioritize long-

our experience that most quality products come from

term, risk-adjusted performance when compensating

firms that are focused on asset management.

investment professionals, as opposed to compensation

Strategy Focus. We tend to prefer firms that have a

schemes that emphasize beating the index each year.

core competency and stick to it. When firms try to offer

Manager Investment. We prefer investment products

products in every asset category, often they have a lot of

where the manager has a significant amount of his/her own

bad products; no firm is good at everything.

money invested alongside other investors in the strategy.

Research Focus. We favor firms that focus primarily on

Expenses. All else equal, we strongly prefer products

bottom-up research and security selection, as opposed to

with below-median expenses. We evaluate expenses on a

top-down economic research.

continuous basis.

How do you give back to the community?
I am a “Big” in the Big Brother Big Sisters
Sports Buddies Mentoring Program. One

always next year!” I’m also an avid fan of
country music, specifically the “Texas Country”
subgenre.

or two Saturdays a month, my “Little” and I

Tell us about your family:

participate in sports themed events across the

I recently proposed to my longtime girlfriend,

Denver Metro Area. Memorable events include
a karate class, trampoline park and a Rockies
hosted baseball clinic.
What are your hobbies and interests?
I enjoy playing on the Innovest rec basketball

Liz. After attending nearly fifteen weddings
together, we decided it was time for our own.
I am also blessed with supportive parents, two
younger brothers and three stepsisters. Yes,
we’re the modern-day Brady Bunch.

team, snowboarding, golfing and reading.

What is your favorite ice cream flavor:

As for interests, I love college football for its

Salted Butterscotch from Sweet Action Ice

tradition and spirit. As a Notre Dame alum
and supporter, I live by the phrase, “There’s

Cream in Denver. The best.
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Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, the material herein is not
intended to provide and should not be relied on for investment
advice. Under no circumstances does Innovest ever provide tax,
accounting, or legal advice.
The statistical analysis contained herein was prepared by Innovest
Portfolio Solutions LLC and may contain data provided by Investment
Metrics, LLC, Thomson Reuters Lipper, Morningstar, Inc., and other
sources. These materials may also include information, returns, and
valuations that were compiled, computed or created by Standard &
Poor’s Financial Services LLC, MSCI Inc., and other sources. These
materials and the information that they contain are intended solely for
the use of the intended recipient(s). They may not be reproduced or
distributed without written consent.
Reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the
computer software, databases, and information described in the
preceding paragraph. Innovest assumes no responsibility for the
accuracy of these computer software, databases or information.
All are provided on an “as is” basis and the user assumes all risk
related to using it. There is no guarantee of accuracy, adequacy,
or completeness. All entities identified in this disclaimer hereby
expressly disclaim any and all express or implied warranties. None of
these entities, nor any affiliate or other person involved in compiling,
computing, or creating this information, may be held liable for
damages of any type or any other costs or fees related to any person’s
use of the data.
Returns included in these materials may represent mutual funds share
classes or vehicles other than those in which clients are or may be
invested. Typically, any differences are the result of efforts to present
the longest track record of the investment strategies.
Assumptions, opinions, and forecasts herein constitute Innovest’s
judgment and are subject to change without notice. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. The investment
products discussed are not insured by the FDIC and involve
investment risk including the possible loss of all principal.
Innovest is an independent Registered Investment Adviser registered
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Copyright 2019 by
Innovest Portfolio Solutions LLC Inc.
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AROUND

THE FIRM
Conference and Speaking Engagements
Innovest, in conjunction with the City of Mesa, hosted the
inaugural Arizona Defined Contribution Conference on
November 19. Wendy Dominguez spoke on lawsuits and lessons
learned when it comes to retirement plan fees.
On November 5, Innovest co-sponsored the Rocky Mountain
Benefits Plan Conference at the University of Denver. The
day-long event included a variety of topics for benefit
plan administrators. Scott Middleton spoke and gave a
comprehensive economic update.
New Staff
In the final quarter of 2019, Innovest welcomed Troy Jensen,
Mike Corbett, Jean-Marie Willis and Joanne Cinalli to our team.
Learn more about them on our bio page at
www.innovestinc.com/our-team.
Featured in
PlanAdviser featured Innovest as a part of their Advisers Giving
Back series.
Pensions and Investments magazine named Innovest one of the
Top Places to Work in Money Management.
Weddings, Babies and College
Analyst Stephanie Corder was married on a gorgeous fall
day to Alex Dufano. Claire Coughlin, also an Analyst, married
her longtime sweetheart, Chad DeLine, in a lovely November
ceremony.
Alex Martinez, CEO Rich Todd’s daughter, gave birth to a
beautiful baby girl named Sofia Rose.
In December, Kenny Senour, Manager, became a first-time dad
when his daughter, Lucy Rose, was born.
Jana Van Gytenbeek, daughter of Innovest’s Carol Van
Gytenbeek, signed her national letter of intent to play basketball
for Stanford University.
Giving Back
In the final quarter of 2019, Innovest employees volunteered for
United Way, making lunches for those in need. Our staff also
participated in Adopt-A-Family, Colorado Gives Day and served
at the Santa Claus Shop.

